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OUR FO U N D ER
In the wake of WWII, the pace of life changed
as a war-ravaged world now craved speed and
excitement.
Boating innovation flourished as displacement
hulls and sedate speeds gave way to planing
hulls with greater horsepower. Inboard and
outboard engines evolved from marinised lawn
mower and truck engines to highly specialised
performance power plants.
This was the world of enterprising young
businessman Jim Whittley who, along with his
brother Ossie, indulged a love of boating. In 1953,
at the age of 21, Jim produced his first timber boat
out of a small shop in the Melbourne suburb of
Bulleen. As word got out, the enquiries grew. Jim’s
passion quickly became his career.
When previously asked about his company’s
origins, Jim was typically modest. “I think we were
about the first in Australia to put a production
wooden boat on a trailer,” he said. “Then it
became popular with the public, and the demand
automatically came from that. There was never
any great intention to become a commercial boat
builder. I suppose the business just grew, rather
like a tree.”
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As time marched on, new materials and
techniques were adopted and eventually
fibreglass replaced timber as Whittley’s material
of choice. Age old boat building traditions were
turned upside down – literally – as moulds, jigs
and chopper guns replaced block panels, dollies
and chisels.

TA BLE OF C ONTENTS

Jim soon met his life-long sweetheart Aileen and
the two formed a bond that would spark a family
powerboat dynasty that, three generations on,
shows no signs of slowing down.
To all that knew him, Jim Whittley was a true
gentleman – the outpouring of public tributes
after his death on March 12, 2010 is evidence of
this. His pioneering contribution to the Australian
boating industry will never be forgotten, and Jim’s
legacy is evident every time you pull up to a boat
ramp and see families out on the water, enjoying
quality time out on boats that carry his name.
Jim’s grandsons Jake and Alan have fond
memories of their grandfather. “Pa loved the
Australian marine industry and was committed to
building quality and innovative family cruisers, a
commitment that lives on in every Whittley boat
we build,” Alan said.

The man behind the boats;
a true gentleman and a
crafter of dreams
Jim Whittley, Whittley Company Co-Founder
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THE W H I T T LEY STO RY

TOURS

Three generations building quality Australian boats.
Half a century of boat building has
brought many changes to Whittley – new
materials, purpose-built premises and
new technologies. Whittley Marine has
succeeded in balancing traditional core
values with constant improvement and
delivers on that original promise of quality
and innovation.
The adoption of fibreglass in the late 1960s
changed Whittley forever, and produced
two landmark models: the Voyager, a
genuine live-aboard family cruiser; and the
Puma, a rakish, high-sided runabout that
later morphed into the Cherokee. Together,
they permanently put Whittley on the
boating map.
More recently, Whittley introduced
the latest computer aided design and
manufacturing (CAD-CAM) systems. While
craftsmanship and attention to detail
are still at the heart of every Whittley,
innovations in technology enable the
company to improve its quality, efficiency
and design.
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At Whittley, our doors are always open and we welcome boat
buyers to come and visit the factory and see what goes into
making every new boat first-hand. We’re proud of our heritage,
which shows in our commitment to each component we produce.

In addition to our Cruiser and Sea Legend
ranges, Whittley Marine has now firmly
established the value-oriented Whittley CW
range of affordable fibreglass boats to give
every boating family the opportunity to
own the Whittley experience.

The one constant is that every
single hull that bears the
Whittley name is built with
pride, the Whittley way.
Neville Whittley (left), Managing Director
Steve Whittley (right), Managing & Design Director
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Proudly manufactured by Australian families for
Australian families!

This is further enhanced by in-house
timber and glazing departments, plus
Whittley’s own trim and canopy shops,
allowing the company to guarantee supply
and consistency.

THE WHIT TLEY DIFFERENC E

DESIGN

QUALITY VALUE

We build boats people dream of
owning

We manufacture most elements inhouse

A Whittley comes standard with items
others call options

We share and learn from our
customers’ experiences

We stand behind every boat we build

A Whittley has proven resale value

We are a boating family building family
boats

A Whittley is versatile – cruise, ski or
fish... you decide

We are leaders in our industry and set
the trends
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REASO N S T O BU Y A G L AS S B O AT
›

LESS NOISE | glass boats are quieter than alloy boats when at rest and on the move.

›

WARMER ON THE WATER | glass boats have better insulation properties for overnight sleepovers.

›

REDUCED VIBRATION | glass encapsulated stringer systems absorb vibration resulting in a softer ride.

›

LOWER REPAIR COSTS | there are no major repainting costs for stone chips - simply dremel out, fill and polish.

›

SPRAYED AND ROLLED FOR STRENGTH | no alloy fatigue or broken welds to repair, plus optional foam filling for added strength.

›

EASIER TO DRIVE | solid high sides and sure footed on the water, with a quick transition up onto the plane.

›

AFFORDABILITY & VALUE | alloy boats were historically cheaper than glass, but not anymore.

›

INCREASED FUEL ECONOMY | more shapely hull design that’s more slippery through the water means less money spent at the bowser.

›

NO CORROSION ISSUES | drop a coin or sinker into an alloy hull and the corrosion process starts.

›

GELCOATS SPRAYED FOR LIFE | gelcoat is part of the moulded process unlike alloy paint that can fleck off and is prone to electrolysis.

›

STERNDRIVE READY | can feature a fully fresh water cooled engine with all alloy block for increased engine life and longevity.

›

FULL LENGTH MOULDED CHINES | strategically located throughout the hull to slice through the water with ease.

›

BETTER RIDE | nothing rides better than a glass boat…

Don’t take our word for it - ask a fibreglass boat owner
why they love their glass boat!

For style, sophistication and
ride you can’t go past glass.
Alan Whittley, Director of Sales & Marketing
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WHIC H WHIT TLEY A RE YOU?
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W H IC H W H I T T L E Y A R E YO U ?

WHIC H WHIT TLEY A RE YOU?
Choosing a new boat can be an overwhelming experience but Whittley has a model range from 5.1m
all the way through to 9.7m. We can get you into a new boat package starting from $38,990 or if you’re
feeling bold and adventurous we have a 9m model which can be packaged upwards of $320,000.
Find the Whittley that suits you...
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CR

FF

CRUISER

FISH FINDER

› COMFORT

› ENTERTAINING

› FAMILY FUN

SL

CW

XS

CLEARWATER

XS

› GAMEFISHING

› GREAT VALUE

› FAMILY FUN

› FISHING

› OFFSHORE

› NEW TO BOATING

› WATER SPORTS

› CRUISING

› FAMILY FUN

› ADVENTURES

› BAY FISHING

› WAKE / SKI / PARTY

› TOWABLE

› OVERNIGHTERS

› PERFORMANCE

› COMPACT DESIGN

› SLEEPOVERS

The Cruiser is the boat
Whittley is famous for.
The popular CR range
starts at 6.2m and goes
all the way up to 8.5m.
It can be easily legally
towed and is perfect
for alfresco dining while
exploring Australia’s
rivers, lakes and coast.

The Fish Finder is a great
all-rounder. Ideal for
cruising and entertaining
with friends but also
highly capable of snapper
sleepovers. The FF model
features flexible living
spaces, camping covers,
marlin board and oodles
of storage options.

The Sea Legend is
Whittley’s driver’s boat.
It’s all party upstairs and
business downstairs with
a deep V offshore hull.
The SL features inboard
or outboard options,
however the low-down
inboard option has won
many hearts.

If you’re new to boating
and budget conscious but
still demand quality, the
CW range is perfect for
you. It’s perfectly stable;
ideal for catching snapper
and whiting in the bay
with friends and family.
It also fits neatly into the
garage.

The XS is the fun boat for
weekends away with the
family. By day it’s a water
sport boat complete with
tower and speakers, then
by night it converts to a
party cruise boat with a
galley, toilet and supercomfy double berth.

SEA LEGEND
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WHIT TLEY CRUISER SERIES

Unbeatable Australian-made
family cruising package.
David Lockwood, Boatsales.com.au

CR SE R I E S
There’s no better way to discover Australia’s rivers, lakes and coast than in
a Whittley Cruiser (CR). Just add friends, family and some comfy bedding to
create unforgettable memories. Don’t forget the fishing rods!
› Compact live-aboard boating

› Full length V-berth

› Alfresco living area

› Generous cabin height

› Legally trailerable

› Galley

› Smooth dry ride

› Toilet

› Superior handling

› Hard covers and clears
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CR 2080

CR 2080 (SD)
The perfect family getaway machine...
There is no better introduction to family
cruising than the popular Whittley CR 2080
sports cruiser.
Inspired by generations of Whittley Cruisers,
the CR 2080 embodies all the qualities of its
larger running mates in a boat that delivers
comfortable live-aboard accommodation in a
remarkably compact package.
On the water, the CR 2080 delivers a classic
Whittley blend of sure-footed handling,
exceptional stability and ride comfort, yet is
easily towed by a six-cylinder family sedan or
compact SUV.
From the moment you board the CR 2080,
you will appreciate its fine quality. The
well-appointed dash, sleek cockpit, plush
upholstery and cabin appointments are
without peer in its class.

Whittley designers have also cleverlyintegrated a sink and storage for a removable
portable stove. A full-length V-berth nestles
within a fully-lined cabin that invites you to
extend your time afloat.
Select from a range of outboard or sterndrive
options and explore inland and saltwater
destinations in safety and comfort.
If you’re a young family or a couple of empty
nesters seeking a new boating lifestyle, the
CR 2080 is your perfect getaway machine.
With garage-friendly proportions and a
versatile and accommodating personality, the
CR 2080 could well be the only boat you’ll ever
want to own.
Chat to your Whittley dealer today and get lost
in your very own CR 2080.

CR 2080 (SD) TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Max People

6

Length Overall

6.20m

Length on Trailer

6.90m*

Height on Trailer

2.45m* (windscreen)

Width on Trailer

2.35m

Beam

2.20m

Deadrise (at transom)

19°

Fuel Capacity

115L

Water Capacity

40L

Dry Towing Weight

1,700kg** (approximately)

Standard Engine

Volvo Penta V6-200 G SX

Maximum Horsepower

200HP
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CR 2080

CR 2080 (OB)
The popular CR 2080 now comes in more flavours...
The CR 2080 continues the legacy of compact
live-aboard boating established by the original
bondwood Whittleys of the 1950s. It’s also
been exclusively powered by Volvo Penta
sterndrives...until now.
The CR 2080 is a soft riding flexible platform
that adapts to a range of applications and
propulsion options. We knew it would work,
so we pushed the button and re-engineered
the transom for today’s modern high tech
outboards.
Ideally powered by 4-stroke or Direct Injection
two-strokes outboards in the 100 – 150HP
range, the CR 2080 OB (outboard) delivers
reduced weight and also greater internal
cockpit space thanks to the removal of the
sterndrive engine box.

If the optional platform is on your family’s
agenda, then the sterndrive variant should be
considered – buyer’s choice.
The CR 2080 OB establishes a new benchmark
in family boating and lowers the price of
admission for those wanting to experience
Whittley’s premium offerings. Bimini, chemical
toilet with dedicated storage, lined cabin and
more are included as standard. Each CR 2080
OB is perched on a custom-fitted Mackay
single axle braked trailer with spare wheel,
spare wheel cover and salt-water-resistant
ratchet tie downs.
Pricing and packaging is subject to variation
depending upon engine brand, accessories
and options installed, so please contact your
local Whittley dealer for a detailed quotation.

CR 2080 (OB) TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Max People

6

Length Overall

6.20m

Length on Trailer

6.90m*

Height on Trailer

2.45m* (windscreen)

Width on Trailer

2.35m

Beam

2.20m

Deadrise (at transom)

19°

Fuel Capacity

115L

Water Capacity

N/A

Dry Towing Weight

1,200kg** (approximately)

Standard Engine

Recommended 115 Four Stroke

Maximum Horsepower

150HP (OB)
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CR 2180

CR 2180
The legendary Voyager has evolved...
Conceived by Whittley’s in-house design
studio in response to customer demand,
every effort has been made to optimise
space, strength, size and weight. A unique hull
arrangement of chines and strakes provides
improved lift, reduced drag and superior
handling, not to mention stability at rest.
Power comes from either petrol or diesel Volvo
Penta sterndrive engines mated to single or
Duoprop drives. A 200HP Next Generation
V6 petrol engine provides the foundation for
this multi-talented craft that’s just as at home
crossing river bars as it is exploring shallow
creeks and estuaries.
Standard equipment includes full-length
V-berth, lined cabin and moulded
cabin liner. The galley features a good-sized
sink, facility for a portable stove, pressurised

freshwater system, nifty walk-around side
decks and much more. Generous cabin height
enhances the versatile space which
hides copious storage, a spacious berth and
dedicated toilet facilities.
With familiar clean lines, integrated glass
windscreen and a moulded boarding platform,
the 2180CR offers a sleek alternative to the
caravan set. Full camper covers and clears
enhance its versatility and encourage
adventurous families to hang out longer.
The extended rear deck enhances the CR
2180’s capabilities, acting as an open fishing
platform or alfresco living and BBQ zone.
Drop anchor in a cove, pull up on a beach, tie
up at your chosen marina, or wet a line and
invite a fish to dinner.

CR 2180 (SD) TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Max People

6

Length Overall

6.62m

Length on Trailer

7.00m*

Height on Trailer

2.45m* (windscreen)

Width on Trailer

2.45m

Beam

2.35m

Deadrise (at transom)

19°

Fuel Capacity

110L

Water Capacity

40L

Dry Towing Weight

1,950kg** (approximately)

Standard Engine

Volvo Penta V6-200 G SX

Maximum Horsepower

200HP
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CR 2380

CR 2380
Cruise in comfort wherever the tide takes you...
Smart and sleek, the CR 2380 is a trend
setting compact sports cruiser that turns
corners – and heads.
Retaining classic Whittley hallmarks, like the
solid curved sliding cabin door that opens into
a large V-berth cabin, the CR 2380 is built on a
seagoing platform that is rugged and resilient.
The variable deadrise hull provides a smooth,
dry ride and affords ample storage and
accommodation options.
A further large storage compartment runs
down the starboard side of the cockpit and
forms an L-shaped lounge, which converts
into a double bed and uses the dinette table
as an infill. The optional moulded Targa bar
acts as a mounting point for the antenna,
navigation lamps, full covers and clears.

A curved and tinted glass windscreen is
enhanced with a standard-issue wiper, and
the spacious and well laid out helm features
tilt-adjustable steering, space for a sounder
and moulded cup holders. An adjustable
bucket seat and a clever galley with cold and
optional hot water, removable portable stove
and fridge, complete the appointments.
The cabin takes advantage of the CR
2380’s generous beam creating an inviting
environment to relax or overnight in.
The roomy cockpit flows to a moulded
transom step-through, providing easy access
to the boarding platform, which also acts as
an alfresco balcony and fishing platform.

CR 2380 (SD) TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Max People

7

Length Overall

7.60m

Length on Trailer

7.80m*

Height on Trailer

2.65m* (windscreen)

Width on Trailer

2.45m

Beam

2.44m

Deadrise (at transom)

20°

Fuel Capacity

200L

Water Capacity

100L

Dry Towing Weight

2,650kg** (approximately)

Standard Engine

Volvo Penta V6-200 G SX

Maximum Horsepower

280HP
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CR 2600

CR 2600
The mid-sized cruiser with maximum potential...
The CR 2600 sets the stage for your main
event. If you’ve dreamed of owning a familysized weekender but mooring, antifouling
and constant maintenance are not on your
agenda, this could be your passport to a
lifetime of memories.
With all the style and flair of its larger sibling,
the CR 2600 represents a milestone in family
boating, offering an edgy yet versatile boating
experience. Eye catching and spacious, the
tightly drawn lines and subtle curves hint at
something special and stepping on-board only
confirms your first impression. Making the
most of its 2.49m beam, the CR 2600 is
both spacious and innovative.
An elegant helm console with twin seat
provides the captain and first mate

CR 2600 (SD) TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Max People

8

Length Overall

8.50m

Length on Trailer

8.70m*

The sliding curved solid cabin door reflects
the detail Whittley is renowned for. A full
service galley and generous V-berth are
complemented by the rear lounge, which
morphs into another berth. The wide rear
deck is accessed via a drop-down door and
hides cavernous storage below deck. New zip
wake automatic trim tabs are now a standard
feature on the CR 2600.

Height on Trailer

3.30m* (windscreen)

Width on Trailer

2.49m

Beam

2.49m

Deadrise (at transom)

19°

Fuel Capacity

200L

Water Capacity

100L

Powered by your choice of petrol or diesel
Volvo Penta Sterndrives, up to 380HP, the CR
2600 has long legs and excellent long-range
cruising potential. All this in a performance
powerhouse bred to thrill.

Dry Towing Weight

3,200kg** (approximately)

Standard Engine

Volvo Penta V6-200 G SX

Maximum Horsepower

300HP

a commanding view through the panoramic
windscreen. Ergonomics have been well
considered and everything falls easily to hand.
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CR 2800

CR 2800
The ultimate seaside resort...
The CR 2800 is the ultimate trailerable cruiser
and sits at the top of a class of its own.

and guests. They’ll all love the optional Fusion
entertainment system, including an LCD/DVD.

With its 8.5m high-performance hull, raked
windscreen and hardtop with standard
electric sunroof, the CR 2800 doesn’t so much
announce your arrival as parade you down the
ramp to the beat of a 10-piece orchestra
with a show choir and marching band. This
boat really sets the pace.

Standard luxuries include pressurised hot
water, fridge-freezer, cocktail cabinet, private
head with shower, copious storage options,
full galley and new zip wake automatic trim
tabs.

Computer designed for exceptional comfort,
space, performance and grace, we’ve
rewritten the book on what defines a compact
luxury cruiser and the CR 2800 competes for
attention with much larger moored craft.
Chic contemporary colour schemes
accentuate the bold European influenced
lines, while innovative use of space and light
creates a comfortable environment for family

Technology abounds in the CR 2800. The
functional two-tone smart helm employs the
unique FinScan touchscreen digital system
to control and monitor all vital functions with
fingertip precision.
With up to 380 Volvo-tuned horses tucked
under the rear sofa, the CR 2800 has the
power to move you. Add the benefit of being
able to comfortably and legally trailer it
wherever the mood takes you, and you just
might have the ultimate seaside resort.

CR 2800 (SD) TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Max People

9

Length Overall

9.00m

Length on Trailer

10.10m*

Height on Trailer

3.30m* (top of hard top rack)

Width on Trailer

2.49m

Beam

2.49m

Deadrise (at transom)

19°

Fuel Capacity

200L

Water Capacity

100L

Dry Towing Weight

3,350kg** (approximately)

Standard Engine

Volvo Penta V6-280 G DPS

Maximum Horsepower

380HP
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WHIT TLEY FISH FINDER SERIES

The front zone is built for pleasure,
the midships is built for partying, and
out the back is the action zone!

F F SER I E S

The Captain Magazine

One minute you’re catching snapper off the back deck of the Fish Finder (FF)
and the next you’ll be dining on wine and cheese alfresco style. The FF is the
ultimate convertible for work, rest and play.
› Model range: 6.4m

› Flexible living spaces

› Versatile all-rounder

› Full camping covers

› Live-aboard comfort

› Marlin board

› Compact design

› Ample storage
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FF 2100
Perfectly evolved to thrive in its environment...
FF 2100

Conceived for the fishing family with a
wanderlust, the Fish Finder (FF) 2100 is a
versatile all-rounder that offers live-aboard
comfort in a surprisingly compact package.
The FF 2100’s clever interior converts from
luxury living quarters to fishing workstation
with the simple flip of the seat bolsters. Flush
mounted tackle lockers store terminal tackle
while larger items such as rods and fishing
tools are also accommodated. Adjustable rod
holders and a compact baitboard are included
as standard.
An ergonomic helm incorporates a full
complement of gauges, digital switching,
marine radio and Fusion stereo, while low
voltage LED cockpit lighting illuminates the
work zone at night. The new camper covers

fold away from the fishing cockpit, creating
ample casting space for several anglers while
the extended rear platform with integrated
utility bar is perfect as a casting or dive deck.
Up forward, the convertible V-berth quickly
converts to a generous bed, while a
convenient chemical toilet hides below an
upholstered bunk infill - no need to rush home
when you run out of daylight.
Powered by an economical 200HP Volvo
Penta V6 petrol sterndrive, instant holeshot is
guaranteed while the prodigious torque means
the FF 2100 will also double as a handy tow
sport boat when the bite slows down. Compact
enough to store at home yet stealthy enough
to sneak up shallow creeks, the FF 2100 is
built to handle any punishment Mother Nature
dishes out.

FF 2100 TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Max People

6

Length Overall

6.60m

Length on Trailer

6.90m*

Height on Trailer

2.45m* (windscreen)

Width on Trailer

2.35m

Beam

2.20m

Deadrise (at transom)

19°

Fuel Capacity

115L

Water Capacity

40L

Dry Towing Weight

1,700kg** (approximately)

Standard Engine

Volvo Penta V6-200 G SX

Maximum Horsepower

200HP
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WHIT TLEY SEA LEGEND SERIES

S L SER I E S
When the marlin and tuna are running, grab your mates, some heavy tackle and
head offshore in the ultimate offshore battlewagon. The Sea Legend (SL) is a
favourite among boaties who demand performance and poise in the rough stuff.
› Award winner

› Fully moulded fibreglass floor

› Deep V 23-degree offshore hull

› Sterndrive or outboard power

› Model range: 6.2m to 9.7m

› Diesel or petrol options

› Huge V-berth

› Ultimate sterndrive performance

› Live bait tanks

› No sterndrive bulk

One of the most convincing production
fishing boats we’ve come across.
David Lockwood, Boatsales.com.au
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SL 20
Value packed sterndrive family fishing fun...
The SL 20 is the baby in the Sea Legend fleet,
loaded with big boat performance. It features
a legendary offshore ride with a deep V hull
that’s 23-degrees at the transom.

SL 20

It looks as good as it performs, with a newlook cabin entry sitting in front of the most
comfortable seats in the 6m class. Underfoot
there’s a moulded fibreglass floor with non-slip
diamond tread.
The helm features a stylish black moulded
dash with mechanical gauges and a Garmin
4.5” GPS/FF as standard. All the information
you need is available at a glance. A stainlesssteel grab rail is conveniently located around
the windscreen.
There’s no compromise in the cabin with a fulllength double V-berth and head-lining. It’s the

perfect haven for 24-hour fishing missions or
somewhere to tuck the family in at night.
The fishie features come thick and fast on the
SL 20 with moulded side-pockets for storage,
two solid esky/kill tanks and four stainless rod
holders. The standard package also includes
front and side clears, front rubber flooring,
floor fish measurer and an alloy rocket
launcher.
The SL 20 is available in three hull colours,
Azzura, Platinum and Ice White, so you can
easily customise the look.
Packaged together with a high quality Mackay
Trailer and Volvo Penta’s V6 200 G SX engine,
your boating just became a whole lot more
fun and affordable. We reckon you won’t find a
better 6m fishing boat on the market!

SL 20 (SD) TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Max People

6

Length Overall

6.37m

Length on Trailer

7.50m*

Height on Trailer

2.20m* (windscreen)

Width on Trailer

2.40m

Beam

2.40m

Deadrise (at transom)

23°

Fuel Capacity

150L

Water Capacity

N/A

Dry Towing Weight

1,980kg** (approximately)

Standard Engine

Volvo Penta V6-200 G SX

Maximum Horsepower

200HP
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SL 22
Whatever your prey, this is your weapon...
At 6.60m, the SL 22 is perfect for stalking big
bays for snapper or spending long days out
wide chasing tuna or marlin. Or perhaps a
long haul to a distant reef floats your boat.
Whatever your prey, this is your weapon.

SL 22

Confident and surefooted, the SL 22 is easily
towed behind a big family SUV and capable
of handling itself in a fist fight with Mother
Nature. Standard-fit trim tabs allow fingertip
control of the boat’s dynamics, but it handles
just fine without them.
The ergonomic helm layout allows the skipper
to concentrate on the game at hand. New for
2017 is the option of a revised dash conceived
to accommodate large format Garmin
electronics up to 16” in size.

Comfortable helm seats sit atop cavernous
storage boxes with integrated back-to-back
seats, while thoughtful footrests are moulded
into the cabin bulkheads. It’s simple, practical
and spacious. A comfortable lined cabin is
perfect for overnight fishing sojourns or long
range fishing expeditions.
The SL 22 has a functional fishing cockpit that
will accommodate four anglers. A practical
rigging station with pull-out work table
shrouds the engine and a generous plumbed
livewell occupies the port transom step.
Volvo Penta’s Next Generation V6 or D3Diesel sterndrives power the SL 22 with the
range-topping V6-280 providing levels of
performance no outboard can match.

SL 22 (SD) TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Max People

7

Length Overall

6.79m

Length on Trailer

7.90m*

Height on Trailer

2.20m* (windscreen)

Width on Trailer

2.40m

Beam

2.40m

Deadrise (at transom)

23°

Fuel Capacity

200L

Water Capacity

N/A

Dry Towing Weight

2,100kg** (approximately)

Standard Engine

Volvo Penta V6-200 G SX

Maximum Horsepower

280HP
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SL 25 HT
This offshore sportfisher is hard to top...

SL 25 HT

Space: it’s the commodity the SL 25 has an
abundance of. From its generous fully-lined
cabin to the spacious fishing cockpit and
integrated rear deck, the SL 25 presents its
crew with a multitude of fishing and cruising
alternatives.
With its clean and accessible transom, the
SL 25 allows an angler free and uncluttered
access to its deep cockpit. Built to fish with
angled rod holders and vertical rod racks,
this family-friendly fishing rig now features
a fully enclosed and braced hard top that
is as functional as it is practical. While its
primary function is to protect its crew from
the elements, the moulded roof also provides
a mounting point for marine radios inside and
radar, lighting and rod racks.

Comfortably towed behind mid-sized SUVs,
and easily powered by a petrol or diesel
sterndrive in the 170 - 380HP range, the SL
25 features Whittley’s trademark back-toback seatboxes that enhances the boat’s
personality and swallows copious amounts of
gear.
While bred to explore distant fishing horizons,
the SL 25 is equally at home serving as a
cruising platform for families wanting to
extend their time on the water far beyond
dawn and dusk.
A nimble handler capable of speeds in excess
of 90km/h you’d be hard pressed to find
another boat that would stack up as well.

SL 25 HT (SD) TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Max People

8

Length Overall

7.70m

Length on Trailer

8.45m*

Height on Trailer

3.30m* (top of rod holders)

Width on Trailer

2.49m

Beam

2.49m

Deadrise (at transom)

23°

Fuel Capacity

240L

Water Capacity

20 L

Dry Towing Weight

2,800kg** (approximately)

Standard Engine

Volvo Penta V6-200 G SX

Maximum Horsepower

300HP
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SL 26
Born to tackle Mother Nature head on...
A genuine blue water fishing machine, the SL
26 is a serious contender.

SL 26

A finalist in TrailerBoat magazine’s Australia’s
Greatest Boats contest, the big SL 26 is a
thoroughbred born to tackle Mother Nature
head on and return with its dignity – and
passengers – intact.
Powered by a choice of two or fourstroke
outboards, or petrol or diesel sterndrives, the
SL 26 pampers its crew of up to seven and will
comfortably fish four big blokes in the main
cockpit without any intimacy issues.
With creature comforts Whittley is renowned
for including: toilet, galley and two showers,
the SL 26 features a fully-lined and
upholstered cabin. A moulded oval table drops
down to complete an enormous V-berth.

Even with its luxuries, the boat’s plumbed live
bait tank, stainless steel rod holders, selfdraining cockpit, targa bar and rod storage
define it as a pedigreed sportfisher.
An optional fibreglass hardtop with clears is
available or choose the fully enclosed version
for further protection. There is even sufficient
space under the helm seat to stow an
inflatable with a portable outboard.
The solid roof provides a convenient mount
for radios inside or a radar dome outside.
Grab rails and a solid stainless rocket launcher
complete the impressive picture.

SL 26 (SD) TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Max People

8

Length Overall

8.27m

Length on Trailer

9.70m*

Height on Trailer

3.40m* (top of rod holders)

Width on Trailer

2.49m

Beam

2.49m

Deadrise (at transom)

23°

Fuel Capacity

240L

Water Capacity

100L

Dry Towing Weight

3,000kg** (approximately)

Standard Engine

Volvo Penta V6-200 G SX

Maximum Horsepower

380HP
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SL 28 HT
Distant horizons just got so much closer...

SL 28 HT

In response to customer demands for an
offshore-focused battle wagon capable of
running to the canyons in greater comfort with
a bigger payload, Whittley has come up with
the goods.

The SL 28 HT was conceived first and foremost
to tackle blue water and big fish, to compete
and to win. It features a practical helm capable
of housing a 12 inch head unit and will handle
even the worst tackle junkie’s collection.

We consulted the experts – the customers
who ply the ocean for big game – and engaged
fishing and boating luminaries and listened to
the boating media, asking one question: “What
do you want?” Distilling the responses and
collating the data, Whittley built their boat.

The SL 28 HT is available in single or twin
outboard configurations, or you can power
it with a fuel-efficient Volvo Penta diesel
sterndrive. For the ultimate in performance,
consider Volvo’s next-generation V-8 380 DPS.
Built tough but still capable of being towed
behind large SUVs, this big rig commands
respect and refuses to be ignored.

The SL 28 HT is the largest Australian-made
legally trailerable sportfishing boat to hit the
waves, and at just shy of 9m, it’s no strippedout fishing shell. This is every ounce a Whittley.
It doesn’t sacrifice comfort for fishing prowess
and will also double as a family cruiser when
the need arises.

SL 28 HT (SD) TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Max People

9

Length Overall

8.27m

Length on Trailer

9.70m*

Height on Trailer

3.50m* (top of rod holders)

Width on Trailer

2.49m

Beam

2.49m

Deadrise (at transom)

23°

Fuel Capacity

250L

Water Capacity

100L

Dry Towing Weight

TBA**

Standard Engine

Volvo Penta V6-280 G DPS

Maximum Horsepower

430HP
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WHIT TLE Y CLEAR WATER SERIES

Performance is good, ride and comfort fantastic, it’s
particularly stable at rest, exceptional value for money.
Tim Van Duyl, Trade A Boat Magazine

CW S E R I E S
The Clearwater (CW) is the most efficient way to get on the water. It’s the
user-friendly fisher; easy to garage, tow behind a family sedan and then
get up on the plane. It’s a beamy boat with walk-through features, so it’s no
surprise Australian families love it.
› Great value boating

› Easy to tow

› Nimble and stable hull design

› Compact to garage

› Model range: 5.1m to 6.6m

› Side pockets with tow rail

› Soft riding hull

› Walk-through windscreen

› Efficient performance

› Converts for fishing or watersports
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CW 1650
Small in stature, big on attitude...
Size isn’t everything and the impressive CW
1650 is testament to that. Safe and reassuring
even when conditions turn nasty, this boat is
the smallest in the Whittley fleet yet it can go
toe to toe with much larger hulls.

CW 1650

The perfect garage-friendly alternative to
aluminium runabouts, the CW 1650 is blessed
with a quality of ride that few boats in its size
class can match. A glassed in reinforcement
bar frames the dash and creates a platform
that’s rock solid even when pounding through
serious slop. Yet remarkably, the CW 1650 is
incredibly stable at rest despite its relatively
shallow freeboard.
Able to be powered by outboards as small
as 50HP, the compact rig is perfect with a

CW 1650 TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Max People

5

Length Overall

5.40m

Length on Trailer

6.10m*

Compact enough to tow behind smaller
vehicles, the CW 1650 is a great little adventure
machine for exploring backwater creeks yet
it’s equally at home on larger bays and the
odd trip offshore is well within the scope of its
capability.

Height on Trailer

2.10m* (windscreen)

Width on Trailer

2.14m

Beam

2.14m

Deadrise (at transom)

13°

The sparse interior is a boat pimper’s delight
with numerous options available to tailor it to
individual needs.

Fuel Capacity

50L

Dry Towing Weight

1,200kg** (approximately)

Standard Engine

Recommended 70 Four
Stroke

Maximum Horsepower

90HP

Shaft Length

20”

four-stroke or direct injection outboard in the
70-90HP range. It’ll even tow tubes and skiers
when the mood strikes you.

If you’re entering the boating game for the first
time or you’re keen on upgrading that tinny for
something with a bit more substance, you have
to put the CW 1650 on your shortlist.
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CW 1950
Mid-sized marvel built for hardcore action…

CW 1950

Whittley’s NEW CW 1950 is a purpose-built
sports fishing boat that doesn’t skimp on
family comforts. It’s light enough to be towed
by a large family sedan or smaller SUV and
built to tackle rough conditions without
breaking your budget.

The roomy cabin has a comfortable V-berth for
a snooze when the fish go off the bite. There
are two standard eskies that are easily stored
under two stainless steel u-bars below the
sports driver and passenger seats. These also
make up the larger rear lounge.

The CW 1950 features an innovative walkthrough rear transom door, moulded fishing
platforms and generous beam for stability.
There is plenty of room to store your prized
catch with an uncluttered cockpit and dual kill
tanks. Anchoring is easy with the convenient
walk-through configuration allowing excellent
forward access to the separate anchor locker
and large bow sprit with lazy anchor system.

The boat features one of the largest fishing
cockpits in its class thanks to the unique
folding outboard door in the engine well.
There’s also handy toe rails to slide feet under
for comfort - and storage aplenty when you
land the big one. Easily powered by outboards
in the 115-150 range, the CW 1950 is an efficient
sports fishing platform that slices through chop
and delivers excellent stability when drifting or
at anchor.

CW 1950 TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Max People

6

Length Overall

6.17m

Length on Trailer

7.10m*

Height on Trailer

2.45m* (windscreen)

Width on Trailer

2.22m

Beam

2.20m

Deadrise

19°

Fuel Capacity

150L

Dry Towing Weight

1,500kg** (approximately)

Standard Engine

Recommended 115 Four
Stroke

Maximum Horsepower

150HP

Shaft Length

25”
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CW 2150
A big impression at a modest price...

CW 2150

The flagship of the Whittley CW range of
outboard-powered sportfishers, the CW 2150
is a well-equipped, well-powered and smartly
styled fishing boat designed to meet the needs
and wants of the entire family.

There is plenty of under-floor storage to stow
fish or gear, and the stainless steel roll-over
seat bases provide additional storage for
coolers, a portable fridge, or several tackle
bags.

Powered by outboards of up to 230HP, it
comes standard with hydraulic steering, full
walk-through access to the built-in anchor
locker and plenty of on-board storage. Rated to
seven adults, the CW 2150 blends a generous
cabin with a spacious fishing cockpit capable of
fishing four large anglers with ease.

The CW 2150’s fine entry has been crafted to
part rough waters and its generous beam helps
create a stable platform when at rest. Toe rails
are formed by the deep side pockets which will
also accommodate up to half a dozen rigged
outfits.

Outfitted for serious fishing the CW 2150 has
a large kill tank, plumbed live bait tank and
four rod holders. Sturdy stainless steel rocket
launchers act as bracing when underway and
also frames the tall canopy and clears.

Comfort is not sacrificed and features include
front and side clears, forward bunks, rear
lounge, glovebox, drink holders and a PortaPotti neatly integrated into the roomy cabin.
Option it with an electric anchor winch for the
ultimate fishing experience.

CW 2150 TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Max People

7

Length Overall

6.78m

Length on Trailer

7.70m*

Height on Trailer

2.40m* (windscreen)

Width on Trailer

2.49m

Beam

2.48m

Deadrise (at transom)

20°

Fuel Capacity

200L

Dry Towing Weight

1,950kg** (approximately)

Standard Engine

Recommended 150 Four
Stroke

Maximum Horsepower

225hp

Shaft Length

25”
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WHIT TLEY EXCESS SERIES

When you think about it, you have a cruiser, a family boat
and a sports boat, What more could you ask for?
Tim Van Duyl, Trade A Boat Magazine

XS SE R I E S
Rethink everything you know about sports boats. The Excess (XS) offers
watersports action with a great wake and forward raking tower. The fun
doesn’t stop when the sun goes down either, there’s a huge double berth
with massive headroom and its own galley.
› Model range: 6.4m to 6.9m

› Sink, stove, toilet options

› Watersport to overnighter

› Fridge and cooking facilities

› Forward raking tower

› Camper covers and clears

› Stern drive efficiency and power
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XS 20
Don’t play by the rules, break them...
The new XS 20 is not merely a new Whittley,
it’s an entirely new way of going boating.

their time on the water without having to leave
their new ski run.

Following in the footsteps of the groundbreaking S.U.R.F. cruiser 24/7 concept that was
released to a stunned audience at the 2015
Melbourne Boat Show, the XS 20 takes the
notion of a traditional ski and wake boat
and turns it on its head.

Redesigned to blend seamlessly with the
forward-raking Fluid Core wake tower, panels
and clears can be added or removed to provide
the ultimate fun machine day or night.

Rather than joining the crowd and crafting
yet another low-slung bowrider, the XS 20
embraces Whittley’s vast experience in
crafting family-friendly cuddy cabins to create
the first live-aboard towsports boat.

XS 20

The benefits of a cuddy cabin are numerous,
providing unrivalled comfort for the entire crew
without compromising on ride comfort or style.
Whittley’s signature removable camper covers
encourages adventurous families to extend

Powered by Volvo Penta’s Next Generation
V6-200 engine mated to its Duoprop drive, the
XS 20 will pull-up even the largest skier from
a deep water start with minimal fuss while
consuming about as much fuel as traditional
ski boat engines would at idle. When the
weather turns, there’s no need to limp home
as the engine’s prodigious torque combines
with the deep V fibreglass hull to return your
crew to the ramp swiftly and comfortably.
Mission accomplished!

XS 20 TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Max People

6

Length Overall

6.60m

Length on Trailer

6.90m*

Height on Trailer

2.45m* (windscreen with XS
tower lowered)

Width on Trailer

2.30m

Beam

2.20m

Deadrise (at transom)

19°

Fuel Capacity

115L

Water Capacity

40L

Dry Towing Weight

1,700kg** (approximately)

Standard Engine

Volvo Penta V6-200 G DPS

Maximum Horsepower

200HP
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XS 24
Whittley wants you to live life to XS...
There seems to be an established view that
to be a “real” towsports boat, it has to be
outrageously-styled, trimmed by a colourblind upholsterer and have exposed seating
everywhere. This open layout is the primary
reason that most dedicated ski and wake boats
end up as lawn ornaments whenever the sun
disappears.

XS 24

The XS 24 challenges conventional ski and
wake boat wisdom by utilising a family-friendly
compact cruiser to underpin the new renegade
of the Whittley fleet that for the first time
introduces the concept of a towsports boat
that can be used all-year round. One that’s not
afraid of a bit of bad weather and doesn’t mind
sharing ski time with a spot of fishing or just
mooching about exploring the wonders that
local waterways have to offer.
Despite being marketed as social boats, most

of the ski and wake establishment don’t so
much as offer a portable toilet, let alone other
“social” concessions such as a fridge or
cooking facilities. Whittley’s XS 24 offers all
the comforts of home while integrating the
latest technology to provide a comfortable yet
thrilling experience for the entire crew.
With a range of Volvo Penta powerplants
available to suit a variety of applications, the
standard package is offered with a Volvo Penta
Next Generation V6-200 mated to a DuoProp
Drive for instant response and unrivalled
economy. The range-topping V6-280 is
available to adventurous families who prefer to
go everywhere in a hurry when the need arises.
Convertible covers and clears can be added
for privacy or removed to let Mother Nature in
allowing you to stay on the water where you
belong.

XS 24 TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Max People

7

Length Overall

7.05m

Length on Trailer

7.80m*

Height on Trailer

2.65m* (windscreen)
(with XS tower lowered)

Width on Trailer

2.45m

Beam

2.44m

Deadrise (at transom)

19°

Fuel Capacity

200L

Water Capacity

100L

Dry Towing Weight

2,650kg** (approximately)

Standard Engine

Volvo Penta V6-200 G DPS

Maximum Horsepower

280HP
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BE N EFI T S O F A STE R ND R I V E (S D )
› VALUE FOR HP – purchase a 200 HP V6 sterndrive, for the price of most 70 HP four stroke outboards.
›	
DOESN’T IMPEDE ON USEABLE SPACE – compact dimensions and Whittley design minimises intrusion into the rear fishing or cruising platform.
›	
CLEAN TRANSOM – no big OB to bang lures and sinkers into or try and fish over.
›	
QL NEUTRA-SALT FLUSH SYSTEM – standard on all sterndrive engines, reduces the need to flush your engine, simply push a button.
›	
ECONOMY – large swept volume, giving high low end torque and better fuel economy, with a further 15 percent improvement on duo prop packages.
› HIGH TORQUE – faster hole shot.
› HOT WATER – all Volvo Penta engines have the option of hot water service connections.
›	
TOP SPEED – Volvo Penta duo prop offers higher top speed compared to single prop outboard options.
›	
STABILITY – a lower centre of gravity compared to outboard engines improves stability at rest and underway.
› FRESHWATER COOLING – standard on all Volvo Penta sterndrive engines.
› ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY – comply with the world’s most stringent emission standards.
› DUO PROP DRIVE – twin counter rotating propellers bite hard to produce unparalleled thrust, acceleration, planing and handling with lower vibration
and noise levels.

›
›

WARRANTY & AFTER SALES SUPPORT – large dealer support network across the globe.
AVAILABLE IN BOTH PETROL & DIESEL – enjoy the benefits of a sterndrive, in either petrol or gasoline variants.

POWERED BY
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It’s as good as an outboard.

Silent, powerful and very, very manoeuvrable.

Kevin Smith, Trade A Boat Magazine

Joe Starling, Trade A Boat Magazine

WHIT T LEY PU LS E

T

here’s good news for buyers of new Whittley
boats. The R&D team has come up with the
very latest in high-tech onboard operating
systems to install on our popular range of boats.
Presenting the Whittley Pulse!
Utilising sophisticated digital gear from respected
brands such as Garmin, Fusion, C-Zone and Volvo,
we have created the next-generation fishing
station for the SL and cruiser helms for the CR
models.
After rigorous testing, the experts agree – it
doesn’t get much better than this. The new
system offers car-like integration – everything
is operated by the one waterproof ‘eKey’, which
means no more lugging round big bundles of
keys. The eKey runs the battery management
system and features battery protection and
automatic start aid, borrowing energy from the
auxiliary battery to ensure there is always power
to start the engine.
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The Whittley Pulse is the heartbeat of our boats,
bringing together all the key features into one
key and one screen. You’re only ever two clicks
away from where you need to be to control all the
functions of your boat.
The system is connected to a Garmin or Volvo
Penta glass cockpit display, which provides
a clear visual on everything in 7’’, 12’’ and 16”
options. It’s clean and minimalist with no gauges.
It is also connected to FUSION-Link, which
talks to a concealed unit and can be operated
via Bluetooth or by the Garmin Helm app. All
functions of the boat can be operated through
this app, including a second screen. Which means
you can be down the back working the bait board
or cooking your catch and still have a visual of
what’s under the boat ‑ and operate the lighting
and switching from the palm of your hand.
Keyless technology is in our home and in our car
– and at last it’s available in the Whittley range
of vessels. This is a first for the local trailer boat
industry and we are proud to work with our key

suppliers to bring this technology to you.
Also for the first time, all the Volvo Penta engine
data ‑ including fuel flow and all other key engine
functions ‑ is displayed digitally on the Volvo
Penta glass cockpit or Garmin screens, removing
the need for traditional analogue gauges.
The Whittley Pulse System is fitted standard to
Whittley’s SL 28 HT and CR 2800 models, and
features as an option on the CR 2600, CR 2380,
SL 26, SL 25 HT and SL 22.

The Whittley Pulse is the
heartbeat of our boats, bringing
together all the key features
into one key and one screen.

EN GINE M AN AG E M E NT & BAT TE RY CON T R OL

W

hittley understand the importance of
engine and battery data and how it’s
displayed. So we’ve come up with a
complete engine management system
and battery control module for your new boat
package.
ENGINE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM^
For reliable and easy display of engine data
The innovative new Engine Management
System removes traditional analogue gauges
and replaces these with digital gauges through
either a Garmin or Glass Cockpit 7”,12” or 16”
MultiFunction screen. At one glance users can
now have accurate fuel flow figures and full
automotive-like integration and engine data.
The new system offers users a clean smooth
dash with one hole cut for the Garmin Screen.
It removes cumbersome wiring and mechanical
gauges - known trouble spots in boats - while
offering incredibly accurate data to the operator.
It’s all accessible at the touch of a button.
The Engine Management System is available on
engines in the Volvo range from 200 to 430HP.
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BATTERY CONTROL MODULE*
Removing common issues associated with
battery and power management
The new Battery Control Module acts as a
powerhub for the entire electrical system,
removing the need for traditional barrel style
switches, replaces them with the convenience
and safety of multiple fully sealed membrane
push buttons. The system effectively manages
the charging and distribution of power between
batteries from the motor and power usage
throughout the boat.
The clearly labelled membrane buttons on the
front of the Battery Control Module allows owners
to turn batteries one and two on or off or link
them together. The Battery Controller Module is
also wired directly to the engines alternator, with
unrestricted flow of power from the engine to the
batteries. This enables batteries to be charged
more quickly, via less running time and promotes
battery energy life. There is also a built in battery
charger - just plug into any 240 volt power source
and charge your batteries.
^ The Engine Management System, Battery Control
Module & Garmin 7” Screen, are standard on some
model boats and available as options on others. Please
refer to your website for further information.

The new Battery Control Module
acts as a powerhub for the
entire electrical system.

W H IT T LEY OW N E R S C LU B S

W

ith so many satisfied Whittley owners
around Australia, it was inevitable that
sooner or later they would come together
under the common bond of owning a
Whittley, plus a love of cruising, fishing and fun
out on the water.
Whittley clubs have been established in
Melbourne, Sydney and Brisbane. These clubs
operate independently of the Whittley Company
and the Dealer network (although they do share
a strong partnership with that same Whittley
network).
The objective of the Whittley clubs is to forge
new friendships, enjoy social outings and
participate in club events and weekends out on
the water.
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One of the great strengths of the weekend
Whittley club events is the comfort of cruising in
numbers. This is a wonderful way to explore new
waterways and increase awareness in a friendly
and nurturing atmosphere.

W W W.W H I T T L E Y. C O M . A U

classic Voyager, a Cruisemaster, Sea Legend or
even an XS.

On-water events and rallies are held on a
monthly basis and new Whittley owners are
always encouraged to join the old sea-dogs on
their adventures.

Ready to learn more about the perfect Whittley
model for you? Simply visit our website and discover:

To learn more about the Whittley club in your
state, or look at becoming a member, please use
the contact details listed below or stay in touch
by following the club’s pages on Facebook.

›
›
›
›
›
›

Every Whittley owner is welcome, whether
you’ve got an original 19-foot bondwood, a

QLD

VIC

NSW

Club Whittley Queensland

Melbourne Whittley Cruiser Club

Whittley Club NSW

commodore@clubwhittleyqld.org.au
www.clubwhittleyqld.org.au

welcome@melbournewhittleycruiserclub.com.au
www.melbournewhittleycruiserclub.com.au

website@whittleyclubnsw.com
www.whittleyclubnsw.com

Our latest videos
Compare models
Customise your boat
Get an instant quote
View new dealer stock
Locate a dealer

Stay connected with us on social media

@WhittleyMarine
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W W W.W H I T T L E Y. C O M . A U

Whittley Marine | Head Office Australia
A: 99 Freight Drive, Somerton VIC 3062
P: + 613 8339 1800
F: + 613 8339 1824
E: info@whittley.com.au
DISCLAIMER:
Whittley Marine Group Pty Ltd (Whittley) is constantly seeking ways to improve the specifications, design and production of its boats. With alterations that take place continually.
While every effort is made to produce up-to-date literature, this brochure and web-site should not be regarded as in infallible guide to current specifications, nor does it constitute an
offer for sale of any particular boat. Your Authorized Whittley dealer can confirm material’s, standard equipment and available options prior to purchase. Whittley reserves the right to
change product specifications at any time without incurring obligations.
* The height and length on trailer measurement, can be reduced or lowered upon request, for example, a swing away draw bar option is available to reduce the overall length, please
talk to your local dealer for more information. Measurements supplied are to be used as a guide only, to confirm measurements before making a purchase decision, based upon these
measurements, consult your local Whittley dealer.
** Dry towing weight is an approximate guide and is a best case scenario, this may vary and is the approximate base package weight with no options. The addition of factory supplied
options, will increase the total BMT package weight, consult your local Whittley dealer for more information regarding towing weights and post purchase consult your owner’s manual.
Further information regarding Whittley’s Warranty Policy and coverage, is available under the ‘Warranty Policy’ tab on www.whittley.com.au

